Chilean Voices
An Evening of Words and Music

Helen Martin Studio
Warwick Arts Centre
5 December 2018 at 7.30pm

With
Poet María Eugenia Bravo Calderara
Novelist Carla Guelfenbein
Singer-songwriter Valentina Montoya Martínez

This concert marks the conclusion of the AHRC-funded project ‘Chilean Exiles and World University Service’

All welcome
To reserve a place, please email caroline.parker@warwick.ac.uk

Maria Eugenia Bravo Calderara is Chilean poet whose works, including Prayer in the National Stadium and Poems of Exile, deal with the experience of exile and the legacies of the Pinochet dictatorship.

Carla Guelfenbein is the author of six novels, including Contigo en la distancia, which won the 2015 Premio Alfaguara. She was exiled to the UK under the Pinochet regime.

Valentina Montoya Martínez is a Chilean singer-songwriter exiled to the UK. Her work draws on and rejuvenates the Latin American folk tradition, including Chilean New Song.